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"ONE OF OUR PILOTS IS SAFE"

A fighter pilot has told the dramatic story behind the rescue

of one of our Spitfire pilots, who baled out into the Channel during

an offensive sweep on Monday.

The rescued pilot is Wing Commander Hugo, who now leads a Wing

of Spitfires on offensive operations. On Monday the Wing swept the

French coast from Dunkirk to Ostend to cover the withdrawal of

bombers and their escort.

Seeing the formations returning, the Wing turned out over the

Channel. Then they were ten miles, back, flying at 20,000 feet, 12

F.W.190s and some MEl09Fs attacked them.

A Sergeant Pilot, who saw the whole incident, says: "As

four of them turned to attack us, the section in which I was flying

faced them, and they broke away. As they did so, the Wing Commander

attacked on the east of them.

"He dived towards France firing at one Me. and seemed to be

gaining on it when I saw; another 109 above about to attack. I

reported this to the Wing Commander, but remained with my section

as we were attacked from above ourselves.

"I broke away to the left, partly blacking out, and when my

sight cleared I saw an lie. turning across my nose, and. several more

above* I dived, to attack and as I pilled out of ray dive, I could

see the Wing Leader below and ahead flying straight, with white smoke

coming from his machine* He reported; ’I have been hit' and said

he thought he had better go home.

" I caught him up and weaved above him, calling up base and

giving our position* The port side of his aircraft was covered in

oil, and white smoke was coming from it in quick bursts.

"At 9,000 feet the Wing Commander baled out, the aircraft dived

into the sea. while he floated down drifting south. He waved to me

as I circled him.

"I waited a few minutes until he was in his dinghy and, as

there were other aircraft cirling round to protect him, I pin-

pointed the position from a sandbank and searched for any rescue

launches,

"I saw one of our naval patrols and flow alongside and rocked

my wings and waved to them, I headed towards the Wing Commander

and they followed, I saw he was still in his dinghy and I went back

and forth until they came up alongside.

"l think I was with him about thirty minutes after he haled

out".


